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Prelude—Someone to Watch Over Me
.................................................................................................................. Kevin Kay - MS
Candle Lighting—Ave Maria .............................................................................. Academic Health Center Choir
Taps......................................................................................................................... Dr. Peter Weissmann - VA Physician
Welcome.................................................................................................................. Holly Belgum - MS
The Sound of Silence—Simon and Garfunkle..................................................... Dorothy Curran - MS
......................................................................................................................... Thomas Briese - MS
......................................................................................................................... Kristin Graff - MS
Violin Medley—Amazing Grace, Be Thou My Vision, & Simple Gifts............. Dorothy Curran - MS
......................................................................................................................... Emily Halverson - MS
Guest Speaker On Behalf of the Medical School........................................... Dr. Mark Rosenberg
......................................................................................................................... Associate Dean of the Medical School

Picture Presentation

Pilgrim—Steve Earle.................................................................................................. Matt Donoghue - MS
Original Poem—The Missing Link...................................................................... Ben Rosenstein - MS
Dance Performance—Nocturne Op. 9 No. 2, Chopin......................................... Ho-Shia Thao - MS
......................................................................................................................... Laura Janson - Alumni
You Are Not Alone—Patty Griffin....................................................................... Kelly Setterholm - MS
Guest Speaker On Behalf of the Dental School.................................................. Dr. Todd Thierer
......................................................................................................................... Associate Dean of the Dental School

Picture Presentation

Reading from Body of Work................................................................................. Rachel Cooper - MS
Fix You—Cold Play ................................................................................................ Smooth Obturators
Closing Remarks.................................................................................................... Holly Belgum - MS, Kathryn del Valle - MS, Beth Jarrett - MS
Postlude: Piano...................................................................................................... Dr. James Harmon - Surgeon and Anatomy faculty

Thanks to our MCs: Holly Belgum - MS, Kathryn del Valle - MS, Beth Jarrett - MS
MS - Medical Student, DS - Dental Student,
OT - Occupational Therapy Student, PT - Physical Therapy Student
If you have knowledge, let others light their candles at it.

—Margaret Fuller

We would like to thank the following individuals and organizations for their generous contributions:

Chez Bloom Flowers
Dr. Lori Tuttle
Dr. Marianna Alperin
Dr. Sam Ward
Dr. Virgil Mathiowetz
Medtronic, Inc.
Northwestern Health Sciences University
Sheffield's Floral
Soderberg's Floral and Gift

St. Catherine's University Physical Therapy and Physician's Assistant Programs
Timothy and Mary Koch
Tim Tirrell
TRIA Orthopaedic Center
University of Minnesota Dental School
University of Minnesota Department of Orthopaedic Surgery
University of Minnesota Medical School
University of Minnesota Physical Therapy Program
Academic Health Center Choir

Director: Lisa Walls - MS, Eve Barker - MS, Holly Belgum - MS, Sarah Bertrand - MS,
Thomas Briese - MS, Dorothy Curran - MS, Heather Estby - MS, Meagan Fishbeck - PT,
Kristin Graff - MS, Siri Hill - MS, John Hokanson - MS, Eileen Huttlin - MS,
Andrew Knutson - MS, Sam Kozloff - MS, Priya Larson - MS, Lauren Parr - MS,
Jeremy Sanchez - MS, Sara Schroeder - MS, Kyle Tamminga - MS,
Randall Thorson - MS, Stephanie Vilinder - MS

Smooth Obturators

Leah Anderson - MS, Eve Barker - MS, Thomas Briese - MS,
Dianna Cheney-Peters - MS, Dorothy Curran - MS, Kristin Graf - MS,
Robyn Hegland - MS, Siri Hill - MS, John Hokanson - MS, Eileen Huttlin - MS,
Bryan Jepson - MS, Andrew Knutson - MS, Brad Langenfeld - MS, Priya Larson - MS,
Aurore Lyfoung - MS, Lauren Parr - MS, Sara Schroeder - MS, Jesse Susa - MS,
Kyle Tamminga - MS, Allison Teo - MS, Phillip Thomas - MS,
Vanessa Wankhede - MS, Lindsey Zhang - MS

Memorial Service Planning Committee

Angela McArthur - Director, Anatomy Bequest Program
Holy Belgum - MS, Brittany Dohmen - PT, Melanie Feddema - OT, Katherine Hazen - MS,
John Hokanson - MS, Beth Jarrett - MS, Heather Johnson - PT, Allison McLachlan - OT,
Kelly Setterholm - MS, Andrea Tobias - PT, Kathryn del Valle - MS,
Lydia Veeder - PT, Tyler Will - MS
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